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In all the occupied countries there are men,
women and even little children who have never
stopped fighting, never stopped resisting, never
stopped proving to the Nazis that their so-called
"New Order" can never be enforced upon free
people.

Franklin D. Roosevelt

Workers Do Not Surrender
"The workers do not surrender. The workers continue
their fight"-said Mieczyslaw Niedzialkowski when he refused to sign the
declaration of Warsaw's capitulation after a three-weeks' defense 0£ the city,
in September 1939. Labor leader and vice-chairman of the Warsaw Defense
Committee, Niedzialkowski was murdered by the Germans in 1940.
The defense of Warsaw ranks with that of Madrid. Both were primarily
the achievement of working men and women. Warsaw's improvised defense,
born out of the spirit and tradition of its people, was an act of magnificent
heroism. Thus Warsaw became a battlefield of the People's War.

First Edition: April 1943
Second Edition Rewed: July 1943
Third Edition: September 1943

The government and commander·in-chief left the city the night of Septem·
ber 5-Warsaw was to surrender without a struggle, become aa open citybut the workers' organizations were determined to fight. All the people fol,
lowed their lead. Workers' battalions were recruited, thousands wanting to
join, though only those with military training were accepted.
Anti-tank trenches were dug, barricades erected in the city's outskirts.
German tanks, rumbling into the western suburbs on September 11, were
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Civilian volunteers in Warsaw's defense

To Victors Belong Streets

Bombarded Warsaw

beaten ha~k with heavy losses. Women threw bottles of gasoline at the tanks
and set them afire. More trenches were dug and streets were mined during a
thundering, twenty-four-hour air and artillery bombardment. Volunteer groups
cleared the streets, repaired water mains, distributed food-and buried the
dead.
Due to the courageous and heroic stand of Warsaw's people, the small
hut valiant garrison of the city could withstand the German pressure for
three weeks.
Slowly, lack of food, planes, and anti-aircraft guns overwhelmed their
persistent courage. The city capitulated only when a three-day supply of
food and a one-day supply of ammunition remained.
Surrender?

"The workers do not surrender! The worker•

continue their fight!"
As German boots marched and German tanks rumbled through the mined
streets of the city, the workers buried their remaining arms, drew closer to
one another, and silently disappeared to continue the fight with means other
than rifles and bullets.

Underground Poland Was Born!
And this is its story:

·.. October 2, 19~9-the Germans entered Warsaw-the end of open Polish
res1stance--the begmning of the silent underground struggle.
··,
A few days later this German poster went up on the walls of Polish
cities: "The street belongs to the conquerors and not to the
conquered." It had to be accepted.
From then on, the streets, roads, cities, villages, soil, factories, and re•
sources of Poland "became the property" of the G~rmans.
But-the underground belongs to the Poles.
' It is m~r: than a small group of conspirators, for it embraces every
phase of political and social life. Hitler may eliminate it. from the surface,
but h: cannot _exterminate it. Neither firing squad nor brutal terror can stop
t~e hfe of this people. It takes new forms, pulsates deeply in the heart of
different groups, and is hidden from without.
There is much proof of the simplest form of opposition. The Germans
know it, and complain about it: they are ignored. For example, the Nazi
Kattowitzer Zeitung in Poland describes a mythical German traveler who has
come to Katowice from another Polish city:
He rents a room, tries to be comfortable and friendly, but his neighbori
never return his greetings. He asks his way about the city, but no one repUea.
. No one has time to explain how much bread he may · get with his ra.tion
card. The landlady is too busy to hang clean curtains for him. Chi'l<lren
vie with their parents in being discourteous .

German Hold-up

_Strictly Forbidden!
Intransigent hostility toward the Germans is matched by an equal hatred
of their laws. Consequently, Poles accustomed to respect authority, law, and
the courts are the victims of deep mental changes. Respect for the Nazi law
never existed because lawlessness is fostered by the Nazis' own policy of
violating all legal procedures, and because Poles do not recognize as legal
any authorities or proceedings that are Nazi. To violate Nazi law is a national
duty and an honor.
Moreover-Poles must violate German laws in order to live because in
today's Poland
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A Pole haa been arrested

II ls Forbidden

print any book, magazine, or paper in Polish.
play or sing any Polish music or patriotic song.
belong to any religious, scientific, or social organization.
attend high school or college.
visit museums, libraries, or educational centers.
enter any public parks except those reserved for Poles.
travel without permit, or use express or motor trains.
use motorcars, or ride bicycles, except for going to work.
use playgrounds or swimming pools.
visit health resorts or bathing beaches.
shop, except in stores and at hours set for Poles.
own cameras, radios, or phonograph records.

According to German regulatiom: "No Poles admitted!"

Bow Poles Must Behave
Toward Germans
A Polish underground paper contains these instructions on behavior of
Poles toward Germans:

Avoid all contacts (including social ones) with Germans. Even avoid conversation with them. Do not shake hands with them. When a Nazi officer offers
his hand to a Pole, the "latter should ignore it.
Germans must feel the absolute contempt tha.t Poles have for them. When
a$ked a question in German, answer "/ 'do not understand." If the Nazi asks
in Polish, the answer must be "/ do not know."
We must do everything to make it difficult for the Nazis to rule and
oppress us.

Let us remember:
Whoever is useful to the Germans, without being forced, is their assistant!
Whoever supplies them with information is their servant!
Whoever enters into unnecessary contact with Germans is their ally!
Whoever tries to protect himself at the expense ·of others is a swine.
Whoever cooperates with the Nazis, in any way, for the sake of personal
gain is a scoundrel!
Whoever helps the Germans is a criminal!
Whoever denounces Poles is a traitor!
Special underground instructions call upon Polish women:

Polish women must have no relations with the Germans. They must never
be polite to them, nor should they acknowledge or take advantage of any politeness the enemy may show. They must ignore the invader in the streets, in
street-cars, cafes, etc.
Women must do their part in the fight against the aggressor. They must be
active in underground organizations, offer their homes for purposes
of underground work, and shelter persons threatened with arrest.
Polish women must systematically engage in planned activities, such as
the spreading of true news reports in order to undermine enemy propaganda
by constantly exposing the falsit y of his claims.

... this is the .Voice of America .I
calling the People of Poland ... - ... ._J
I

I

It is a crime to listen to foreign broadcasts in Poland, punishable by 2-10 year~
in prison. It means death to be caught spreading foreign news.
!
However, that does not deter Poles from coming together. every night. in cellarJ
and attics, to listen to a radio, to the Voice of America and the BBC.

I

The radio is the chief source of news for editors of underground papers. Thusf
the British Eighth Army's victory at El Alamein was known in Warsaw only 2~
hours later than in New York. When American troops landed in North Africa, Pole~
in Poland knew it only a few hours after it was known in New York.
The Voice of America receives full acknowledgement from the Polish uriderground press, which prints talks of President Roosevelt and Vice-President Wallace,
runs long editorials on American war aims, analyzes the South Pacific wC:Xr front.
But there is a trick to listening to the Voice of America-reception must be
reduced lo a whisper, one's ear must be glued to the loudspeaker. There is constant German jamming, the threat , of the Gestapo agents patrolling the streets
outside one's house. and the Volksdeutsche who is one's neighbor.
Still, you listen and tell your friends the next day. They tell their friends, and
so on, till all know the truth. Listening to the Voice of America is another form
of resistance.
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Invasion
of Poland

Day Of Mourning
The simplest group resistance is the observance of
national holidays, or other traditional days, to show the
population's attachment to its past, to an independent
life. The means of observance differ, but essentially
they form a day of unified resistance to Nazi slavery.
September 1, 1940, the first anniversary of the war,
was a day of mourning and boycott. Poles refused to
leave their homes. No Pole travelled on a street car or

train. Cafes and theatres were empty.
The Nazis in Warsaw celebrated September 1 with a military parade;
the streets were decorated with Nazi flags. In the evening, after the parade,
when the loudspeakers were silent and the rostrums deserted, great crowds of
Pole~ went through the streets to congregate at the tomb of the Unknown
Soldiei, and other monuments the Nazis had left standing. Ther.e they heaped
huge piles of red and. white flowers. The Gestapo was soon makmg arrests.
The second anniversary, September

Independence Day

11

November 11, Armistice Day, had been celebrated
in prewar Poland as Independence Day. Under Nazi
occupation even the holidays became illegal. November
11 b~came an opportunity for passive resistance against
the invader for the fighting Poles. Both whispered
Independence
propaganda and the underground press spread the call:
Day
Independence Day is our holiday!
On that day we shall not touch the Nazi-controlled
press whether it be printed in Polish or in German!
On Independence Day we shall demonstrate our solidarity and our contempt for the foe!
On November
11 all those who had to go to work went t o tiie1r
· f actones
.
stores, an d offices-to sit down and do nothing.
'
· t and tar:
Walls, fences, and sidewalks bore inscriptions in chalk , pam,

POLAND L!VJ~·s ...
POLAND WILL WI .\'!

==~-·- ·

On the eve of luclepcndence Day,
thousands of the coura geous soldiers
of the underground Polish strurrnfo
emerged to do the work that w:~ld
make visible on the following morning
how Warsaw really felt.

1, 1941, became an anti-German protest: young people held mass demonstrations in many Polish cities. Many
houses displayed Polish flags. Walls
were covered with "Long Live Poland,"
"Long Live Liberty," "Down with Naz-

The Tomb of the Unknown Soldier
was covered with flowers. Wreaths and
flowers were brought to the pedestals
of other monuments.

. "
ism.
Streets were heavily patrolled by
German police, S.S. Elite Guards, military police, and Gestapo agents. Poles
not taking part in the demonstrations
remained at home, as they did the year
before. No Pole bought a Nazi or Nazicontrolled newspaper. The only people
in the streets were the many veiled
women in mour~ing, the wives, mothers,
and sisters of Polish soldiers killed in
.action two years before. They went to
lay wreaths on the graves of their loved
ones.
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Polish flags raised ...

national

holidays

The weather was propitious for this
demonstration. After a cloudy morning
the sun shone brightly on that day
when the nation's capital reminded
both foreigners and Poles alike that
brutal oppression had failed to break
the Polish spirit, that the enemy's
efforts to crush P oland had been in
vain.

Underground Poetry
Poland is probably the only country where poetry is published under·
ground.

In enslaved Poland free expression of the poetic spirit is impossible.
The Nazi "New Order" permits no independence, even in poetry. In Polish
literature, however, poetry has always had an important place, and Polish
poets have ever felt that it was their duty to build up the nation's spirit.
These poems reflect the hopes and ideals of the Polish people today.
They are the voice of the underground Poland.

Orders for Warsaw
Children of Warsaw's barricade!
Soldiers of old, ruined armies!
Listen! The cry of Nike on the Marne.
Feel! The fresh breeze of new glory,
Wind of the spring of nations
Blowing strong from old battlefields.
Look! In the fire of sunset grow new republics.
Sons of the dead of Warsaw,
Cast down the old, tattered banners.
Today we march for new laurels.
We march for a di/ ferent beauty.
Men, women, children-Be soldiers now!
Make of your homes forts of concrete,
0 f your pride rock and dynamite.
Soon strikes the lightning, soon the last conflict,
But till that day we need fighters.
Soldiers! Form your battalions
And hold, hold till that day comes.

Flowe rs for the Unknown Soldier in

Attention fighter-g rit your teeth.
Attention Wa rsaw- clench the fist.
T he day is near.
T omorrow •ve win you new laurels.
- translated b y Don Perris

May 1- Labor Day
Polish workers' resistance found expression in underground leaflets
celebrating May Day 1942, important labor holiday observed by Polish
workers. The day also recalls the struggle against Czarist oppression. Today,
the meaning of May Day is greater than before, and, in 1942, Warsaw houses
were covered with thousands of leaflets and proclamations, that were also
distributed in streets and factories.

STRIKE
Strikes are fo rbidden under penalty of prison or death. Unions have no
legal existence. Thus, to organize strikes is almost impossible. But they do
occur in occupied Poland, and are the highest and most dangerous form of
resistance.
A strike occurred in July 1940 in the Warsaw pumping and filtering
station. The workers wanted an increase in their starvation wages. The Gestapo
intervened and ended the strike by force in a few hours.
The street car workers of Warsaw struck in December 1940 when a
wage advance was denied them. S.S. men drove the workers back at the point
of machine guns. Four of the leaders and two Polish directors of the company
were sent to a concentration camp. Nothing is known of their fate. A few
weeks later, forty-two workers of the street car shops, and twenty-eight from
the sanitation department, were arrested. Strikes in other fields have met a
similiar fate.

In January 1943, a number of strikes occurred in Radom, in war factories
operated by Germans and using Polish Gentile and Jewish laborers. In a sud·
den revulsion against the invader, the workers one day did not report to work.
Immediately, the German police rounded up the workers and sent them to
the factories under escort. Several clashes took place in which the Germans
used machine guns. The strike lasted three days until the Germans broke it
with extreme violence.
The reprisals consisted of mass executions in the middle of the town. The
Germans cracked down on absenteeism, stating that no one could be absent
from work because of illness for more than three days. Severe punishment
would otherwise result.
May Day leaflets:
"Workers of Warsaw ! The d ay of Hitler's d efea t a pproaches!
"Be r eady for r evolutionary li.ght for Freedom, Independence, Socialism I"
"Lon g live b roth erhood of a ll peoples of th e world I"

STRIKE

Invisible Sabotage
Invisible passive sabotage of industrial productio~ is the most potent blow
struck throughout Europe against German domination. The turtle is the symbol
of the campaign. "Unknown hands" have painted large turtles in chalk, coal,
and tar on walls, fences, sidewalks, and pavements throughout Warsaw. Below
each turtle are the words:

Work Slow ly !
It is very simple. Machines are silent actors. When a machine wears
out in a surprisingly short time, what can the best Gestapo agent do to trace
the cause? Then there are weeks of delay in a factory's operation. What
can the Gestapo say when a machine must go back to where it was made
because it break;; down the second day it is in use? Of course, everything is
done to determine the cause, but lost hours of production cannot be regained.
There are other means. A messenger brings an important production order
to a factory and, a week later, both the order and the plans are lost. Delay !
In another factory, an unknown
, clerk mislays a cancellation order. Hour!,
days, perhaps months go by and raw material is used for useless production.
Economic sabotage is varied. Workers have carried sand or graphite in
their pockets. A handful under a fuse, and a bomb is useless.

Polish roads are dangerous only for Germans

Roads To Death

Thus far, German efforts to check the railway sabotage have been of
no avail. A constant stream of reports tell of railway "accidents," derail·
ments, fires, "stealing" of tools and machinery from passenger and freight
trains.
A bridge near Przemysl (main junction for eastbound communications
in Poland) was demolished and the Germans admitted sabotage. Arrests were
made amongst the local population. Even German soldiers guarding the
bridge were arrested. The main line tie-up lasted several days.
Since the outbreak of the Russo·German war, sabotage of roads and
railways has increased, especially in Eastern Poland, on the tracks carrying
troops and materials to the Eastern front. In January 1943, over one hundred
locomotives were damaged, seventeen trains derailed, and eighteen military
transports attacked.
Thirty-five Polish railway workers were hanged in Wadowice, near Cracow,
on January 1, 1943, for sabotage on the Cracow railway section. Three
Polish workers were executed in Warsaw for being part of a "gang" that
raided German freight trains. Two Polish railwaymen in Radom were sen·
tenced to death and five others received sentences from twelve years to life
for attacking a train near Deblin.
In order to protect the East-West trunk lines from attacks by Poles, the
Germans have been forced to assign, in addition to the regular guards, detach·
ments of police armed with machine guns and hand grenades.

Railway workers have carried on steady sabotage in Poland. German
military railroads to the Eastern front cross Poland east and west, giving
Poland a strategic position of great importance to the German army. Conse·
quently, the German High Command has recently been compelled to assign a
special force of over 40,000 soldiers and S.S. men to guard Polish railroads
and roads against sabotage.
Half of bridge demolished by Polish saboteurs. One-way traffic only

Slave Labor
The Nazis are short of skilled and unskilled labor, and so they use many
tricks to get Polish workers to serve Germany. The underground labor press
constantly warns and exposes the camouflages by which the Nazis attempt to
recruit workers. Here is a typical warning:

1,500,000
The number of Polish workers forced to labor in Germany is over 1,500,000. Thousands of new slaves are made every day. In reporting the struggle
of Polish workers against Nazi slavery, the underground labor press gives
these directions to those who are forced in to service in Nazi factories and on
Nazi farms:

Every Polish worker torn from his homeland must fight . . ..

Warning!
The engineering firm of (name and
address) in Warsaw is attempting to
recruit Polish workers for fortification
work on the Eastern front.

Poles must do all within their power to combat the sending of Polish
workers to the Reich. But since we are not able in all cases to effectively
counteract the Nazi labor draft we must strive to make ourselves completely
useless to the Germans. Every worker torn from his homeland and sent to
,·; ermany must regard it his duty to hamper German production in every
possible 'Vay .
The Polish worker must remember that the war will come to an end, and
that the vast numbers of Polish and other foreign workers in Germany will
have an important role to play. The bonds between them must be kept strong
so that planned and concerted action can be launched when the moment comes.

Every worker is promised three
zlotys an hour, plus room and board.
This is another Nazi lie. Workers wlio
sign with this firm are sent to the
Eastern front, given Todt uniforms,
and forced to work twelve hours a
day, and recei:ve one mark. Seventyfive pfennigs a day are deducted for
room and board.
More than 100 workers have already
been trieked into this service. They
were sent to Kowal, and were to go
on to Kiev. Most of them have escaped
and are now warning their fellow
countrymen to beware the Nazi bait.

Slave-drivers on the lob

On the day when the first transport of Polish workers was to leave
Wilno for Germany, the following proclamation of the underground movement appeared on the walls of the city:

You are going to this work not as free men seeking bread abroad,, but
as slaves. You were recruited through lies and terror. You were driven by
force from your families who you were no longer able to help.

Hard To Pronounce
Easy To Remember

No true Pole would willingly go to work in Germany, for he knows
that all German mines and factories work for the army that carries slavery
to the world.

Skarzysko-Tarnow-Krosno-Radomsk: places in Poland where simple
workers struggle against their Nazi slave-drivers. Hard to pronounce but easy
to remember.

Polish workers! Try to become a force for the disorganization and
destruction of Germany. Guide yourself by the principle: "The worse for
our enemy, the better for us."

Skarzysko is in the central industrial region of Poland, to which the
Germans transferred some of their war industries to escape R.A.F. bombings
of the Ruhr. The Polish manager of one of the Skarzysko factories gave vital
blueprints to the Germans. He was assassinated.

Miss no opportunity to spoil or destroy the machinery and the shops.
Take pride in the smallness of your output.
. Remai~ loyal and friendly to the representatives of other oppressed nations, particularly to our brothers, the Czechs; maintain fraternal relations
with Poles.
Solidarity shall be your weapon!
Always strive to remain out of reach of the enemy's propaganda, which
attempts to poison your soul.
We shall win!
Long Live Poland!
Long Live Free Europe!

300 factory workers were arrested and machine-gunned, their bodies
clumped into a trench, and the earth packed down over the bodies by trucks.
Skar zysko again- two munition trains collide. When the Nazis get there,
a hundred cases of munitions have been "stolen"-by unknown "bandits."
These bandits, as the Nazis label them, carry on a grim and terrible guerrilla
warfare that escapes every Gestapo and S.S. effort to crush it.
A casket of earth r.e achcd England, in 1941, after a devious route, earth
from the grave of the 300 at Skarzysko, a token t? the Polish fighters in free·
<lorn from the fighters in chains.
Tarnow-Southern Poland- a night in December 1941. A great explosion occurs in the boiler room of a large electric plant. Five workers and the
director's assistant are killed. Work is stopped because of damage to many of
the plant's buildings. Most of the factories in the vicinity stop work for lack
of power.
Kros no-Southern Poland-sixty persons arrested because of steady
sabotage in the power plant and the Gestapo's failure to discover the perpetrators.
Radoms k -Central Polan<l-Thonet, a furniture fact!>ry working for the
Germans, burns. " Undetermined causes." As reprisal, the Germans advance
the curfew hour, take over local joiners' shops, arrest 200 Gentiles and thirty
Jews: Gentiles deported to the concentration camp at Oswiecim. The Jews to
Czestochowa.
These places and facts can be multiplied several hundred times in Poland.
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In an underground Polish news·
paper one reads the following~
Do not go to the movies. Every
ticket you buy is a contribution to
the German war front. Thus you
help destroy your freedom and tlu!
freedom of other nations.
Never go to amusement places
(music halls, night clubs, gambling
casinos). It is not right to amuse ourselves while the Germans destroy our
country and torture hundreds of thousands of our brethren in concentration camps and prisons.
Reduce as much as possible the
purchase and consumption of all
goods from which the occupants draw
profits. Boycott their papers, vodka,
and tobacco.
It is our sacred duty, whenever
possible, to harm the oppressor in
executing his orders, in industrial
production, everywhere and always.
The boycott of the movies is one
of the best means of passive resistance. It reduces the enemy's revenue.
Leaflets are put in the pockets of
those who break the boycott, leaflets
that declare that "only swine go to
the movies."
Another leaflet, on a different
subject, caused clouds of smoke to
rise over the roofs of Warsaw, even
over the slum districts, on Christmas
fa.·e, 1941.
"Victory on the Western Front"-says
the movie poster.-Retreat in the East
-say the war communiques

A few days previously, a Goebbels appeal, broadcast to ail the occupied
countries, asked for the collection of warm clothing, overcoats, furs, and
woolens, between December 27, 1941 and January 4, 1942, for the use of German soldiers on the Eastern front. This was the answer of the Polish underground, passed from hand to hand and into the ghetto:

Burn your woolen clothing, even if you need it, for the enemy will take
it anyway. Let the German soldiers freeze to death. We, shall survive!
Christmas Eve was selected because the enemy would be less suspicious
then. Wool leaves no trace when it is burnt, and the ashes from other material
was cleared away. The only indication in Warsaw through the holidays was
the strong odor of burned fur. The Nazis got very little clothing in Warsaw,
even though the Elite Guards (S.S.) did the collecting.
A few days later, the walls of Warsaw were covered with posters showing
a German soldier clad in a woman's fur coat, a fox scarf, and carrying a muff.
The caption read: "Now I am sure to win."

I
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Resisting Peasants

BEKANNTMACHUNG
I

Poland is a rural country. Peasants account for over 60 per cent of its
population. To the Germans, Poland is a bread basket for the Germans. Let
the Poles starve! The Germans are a master race. They must eat.

Der 1'\'\iille.r Niedzinski hat

ich gegen die 6estimmungen zur ·Sicherung der Er;.
nahrung des Generalgou•
lvernements verg.angen.
1Seine l\Uihle in Kuklo\vka
bei Radziejowice ist daher
niedergebrannt worden. .

The Polish peasant is stubborn. He objects to giving the fruit of his toil
to the invader. The latter does his best to make the peasant obey . . . and
deliver. The Nazis conduct an intensive propaganda drive, display large
posters in municipal offices addressed to the "agricultural population," praising Germans for raising the level of agriculture in Poland.
Such posters usually appear beside appeals to the Polish peasan~s to do
their duty and to deliver the required quantities of grain, potatoes, milk, etc.,
to the German collection depots. The appeals usually conclude with a list of
punishments for failure to comply with the quotas. The orders ar~ clear
enough-the entire harvest, save for the barest amount needed for subsistence,
must be given to the Germans.
The first year of occupation, the German appeals fell on deaf ear~. T~e
peasants refused to make "voluntary" contributions. In many areas, dehvenes
were 30-40 per cent of the assigned quotas.
The Germans soon adopted other measures, making object lessons of un·
willing peasants. One fall night they broke into twenty-six houses of a com·

Sochaczew, den 30. 9. 1940.
A millowner has not delivered his quota to the Nazis. His mill has been burned

I

munity that was behind in the delivery of its grain quota, driving out all the
inhabitants, regardless of age or sex.
The dispossessed families could take nothing with them, and were made
to carry a placard with the inscription: "We have been evicted for failure
to deliver the quota." They were marched through neighboring communities.
Another system t'o compel the peasants has been to deport them. Over
1,500,000 Poles have been driven from their homesteads and left to wander
about, homeless and starving. The peasants react passively and openly, burning their homes and harvests, scorching the earth, killing cows, horses, chickens,
and pigs. They smash windows and doors, tear blankets, pillows, and linens
into shreds. Not a thing is left whole.
For example, and as a prelude to the Nazis settling colonists in Polish
villages: 10,000 peasants were driven out of fifty.four villages in the Lublin
district in December 1942 and herded into a huge concentration camp. The
young were sent to Germany; the aged, the crippled, and sick were killed.
Those left were later deported "East" to work on fortifications.

Peasants herded together for deportation

In the process, pitched battles took place. German soldiers were killed.
The peasants completely destroyed fourteen of their villages. Trains carrying
German colonists were derailed by Polish guerrillas; rails were twisted; railway bridges were destroyed; stations and telegraph lines were torn down.
This was the answer to Nazi colonization. Destroyed Lebensraum for battered
Herrenvolk.

Avengers And Gue11illas

The growing Nazi terror in Poland forced the Polish Underground to
make reprisals by killing the most sadistic German tyrants. Many German
0fficials have met death in occupied Poland.
Poland's Heydrich, Wilhelm Krueger, S.S. Gruppenfuehrer and Nazi
Chief of the so-called Security Department in the General Government, was
executed for his crimes in Cracow,
on May 2, 1943, by bullets from
a tommygun. The attackers escaped.
Between March 26-30, 1943, seven Gestapo men and twenty Nazi
officials were sentenced to death
by the Underground and executed.
They were all guilty of particular
cruelty toward Poles. Among them
was Hugo Dietz, a high official' of
the German Labor Office, and
Bruno Kurtz, manager of the Welfare Department, in Warsaw.
Polish guerrillas began their
fight in September 1939. After one
year of occupation, the chief of
staff of the S.S. in Warsaw, Moder,
declared in the Nazi paper Die
lnnere Front:
These guerrillas have been captured.
Others carry on the fight

.

We have to fight thousands of
armed Poli$h gangs. Most of their attacks are politicaUy motivated.
In 1,943 the activities of the Polish guerrillas increased in strength. The
Germans have suffered heavy losses in pitched battles with them. There were
fifty German casualties in fighting near Krasnobrod in Central Poland,
which broke out when the Nazi authorities ordered a round-up of Polish
peasants for deportation to the Reich for forced labor. A£ter ten days of
fighting in February, the Poles withdrew into a forest.
Several raids were made on prisons to release prisoners. At Pinsk,
three German wardens were killed and fifty-four Polish prisoners were
released. In the center of Warsaw, a truck bearing twenty-four prisoners was
attacked. Five Gestapo men were killed, and all but one of the prisoners
escaped. That happened in broad daylight on March 25, 1943.
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Battle Of The Ghet,to
Polish Jews fought beside Polish Gentiles in September 1939. They gave
their lives in the defense of Warsaw. Poland's defeat sealed the terrible fate
of the Jews, but-Jewish workers, like their Gentile comrades-di<l not surrender. They fought even behind the walls of the ghetto. Their slogan was:
Poland is oBr homeland, where we are entitled to equal citi:.cnship rights,
where our future lies. Even now, in Nazi hell, it inspires our hope ...
Himmler's visit to the Warsaw ghetto in July 1942 was concluded by the
statement that Hitler wanted the liquidaLion of the Jews, and Himmler ordered
it carried out. Mass deportation began to unknown destinations. Deportation
means death! And so does "sent to the East," where thousands of Jews, from
all over Poland, have gone. 2,000,000 dead.
In February 1943, 40,000 Jews remained in the Warsaw ghetto. This
small part of the original total was composed chiefly of workers who were
the last to be exterminated. When they decided to take up arms, they knew
that they were not fighting for their lives. Their fate was sealed. But they
wanted the world to know that they died as soldiers in a great cause, not as
passive victims. The battle of the ghetto was fought by Jews armed with
weapons provided by the Polish Underground. It was a splendid act of heroism
lasting fourteen days and nights.

Jews meeting their fate

Jewish underg rou nd paper .
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Polish Jews a t the place of execution

A brief, but eloquent report from the Jewish Underground Labor Movement of Poland has reached this country. It requires no comment:
The Warsaw ghetto is waging an heroic fight against a besieging force
of the S.S. and W ehrmacht. On the ninth day of resistance, it is severely and
continuously bombed. Artillery and flame-throwers are used against the
40,000 Jews within the ghetto walls. Incendiary bombs are dropped from
planes. Resisting blocks are blown up by mines. The ghetto is in flames;
clouds of smoke envelop the city. Women and children perish in the flames.
The enemy murders the cornered but resisting Jews en masse. The sewers
have been blocked and all exits are guarded by the Germans. The men in the
ghetto fight stubbornly, and inflict heavy losses upon the enemy. They burn
German factories and stores. The Germans have lost a thOMsand in killed and
wounded.
When the battle was over, a German military contingent marched into
the ghetto. They dragged the remaining fighters out of cellars and off roofs
and shot them on the spot. Thus ended the heroic battle of the ghetto.
In June 1943 an appeal from the Jewish fighters reached America :
The Allies must avenge our death and our suffering, so that even the
hP-.~tial enemy understands for what he is being punished.
Our Allies must realize at last the full extent of the historic responsibility
that will fall upon those who have remained inactive in the face of the Nazis'
unparalleled crime against an entire people, the tragic epiwgue of which is
taking place today.

Bronze Hostage

Collective Responsibility
Of Monuments
This is how the monument to Kilinski, in Warsaw, served as a hostage,
history's first knowledge of collective responsibility being applied to monuments:
On the monument to the greatest Polish astronomer, Nicolas Copernicus,
in Warsaw, the Germans substituted the inscription "Dem Grossen Deutschen"
(To the great German) for the former Polish inscription "Mikolayowi Kopernikowi-wdzieczni rodacy" (To Nicolas Copernicus-His Grateful Country·
men). One night, however, Polish patriots succeeded in outwitting the German
guards and removed the German inscription.
The Nazi Governor of Warsaw, Fischer, decided that this act called for
reprisals. An offical announcement was posted on the walls of Warsaw,
stating that the Kilinski memorial woul d be removed immediately from its
place in the Krasinski Square, in retaliation for the removal of the German
inscription from the Copernicus monument. (Kilinski, a Warsaw burgher,
a shoemaker by trade, led the Warsaw popular insurrection against the Russians
m 1794.)

Kilinski's monument was removed by the Germans to the courtyard of
the National Museum in Warsaw. The next day the wall of the Museum
bore the inscription:

Peop le of Warsaw--/ am here!

Kilinski's m onument on its w a y to "execution"

Wawer
Wawer is a beautiful suburb of Warsaw. The Nazis made it one of the
slaughter houses of Poland. They arrested 600 men on Christmas Day, 1939,
and shot 117 of them there. One man escaped and came to the United States.
This is his story of what happened at W awer:
Two German non-coms in the military police walked into Joseph Bartoszek's tavern on Christmas Eve and kicked all the Poles out. Then they
dragged Barloszek's children out of bed and made them sing Christmas carols,
which the soldiers accompanied with curses. About seven o'clock the next
morning, a tall, wiry man entered the tavern and told the Nazis to shut up, that
it was Christmas and no time for blasphemy. The Nazis reached for their
revolvers, but the Pole was faster. He shot one of them through the heart and
the other through the right eye. Half an hour later S.S. men arrived from
Warsaw. Posters declared that the killer had to be surrendered by the people,
or 200 hostages would be shot.
Being a physician, and having practiced medicine in W awer for fifteen

The Germans like order: the executed must be listed

years, I knew that I would be taken as a hostage. I went home and waited my
turn. Ten minutes later, S.S. troopers entered my home.
I was a hostage, lined up with hundreds of other men on the playground.
They were friends an!'l neighbors. When some fainted, they were struck on
the forehead with a rifle butt. A kick in the kidneys forced them back to their
feet. We stood motionless for hours, with our hands above our heads.
I do not know how long a man can continue to fear death, but we were no
longer afraid.
At seven in the morning, the executions began. Three S.S. troopers appeared, walked to the head of our column, and ordered every fifth man in
each of the first twenty ranks to line up against the wall. A shrill command.
Machine guns fired. We were no more than ten yards from the men writhing
on the reddened snow, for not all had been killed at once. Three storm
troopers emptied their revolvers into the heads of those still alive.
The slaughter lasted more than half an hour. They always took twenty
men from the end of each row. I was in the middle of the row. When the
butchery was finished, 117 had been killed.

117 POLES FOR TWO GERMANS
"Remember Wawer, December 27, 1939"-has been written by unknown
hands on the walls and streets of Polish cities.

Read And Give To AFriend
Editing, prmtmg, circulating, or possessing an underground publication
is punishable by death. The punishment testifies to the courage and self-sacrifice of the underground fighters and their organization. It is difficult for anyone outside of Poland to imagine the difficulties connected with getting a
printing press, bringing it to a safe place, procuring paper, ink, and other
material s. But that is just the beginning.
Thousands of p eople meet every day, under the eyes of the Gestapo, to
help in the distribution. The slightest slip means the collapse of the entire
system. However, it is the people in general whose support makes the underground's publications a success.
Some publications are mimeographed, most printed, and a remarkably
good job is done considering the difficulties. Photographs often appear in
them. One even printed a picture of Winston Churchill visiting a Polish milita ry camp "somewhere in Scotland" in the company of the Polish P:d me Minister, General Sikorski . Their size is small to ensure convenience in handling.
These underground papers have several functions: information, to build
and maintain the spirit of resistance among · Poles; to educate and prepare
Poles in the cities and rural areas for the struggle against the Nazis.
Discovery that anyone assists in any part of the publishing, from listening
to the radio for news to distribution, means death. The risks are illustrated
by an article in a secret paper:

On July 4 the Gestapo surrounded one of the houses in Czerniakow
(suburb of Warsaw) on · · · · street. An S.S. detachment, with machine guns,
also arrived. They found a printing plant that had recently been transferred
to the house from Mokotov (another suburb of Warsaw), where the situation
had become too dangerous.
The Germans received no answer when they
shattered the windows with hand grenades and
Two of our people were killed and two others
hospital. The owner of the house, Michael Kruk,
fifteen and seventeen, and all the inhabitants of
and shot. Eighty-three persons died.

knocked at the door, so they
machine-gunned the interior.
died of their wounds at the
his wife, and two sons, aged
nearby houses were arrested

Bide It From Germans!
Distribution being particularly dangerous, one of the underground publica·
tions published the following instructions:

a/ THE SELECTION OF DISTRIBUTORS. It is a fundamental
duty of the organizers of supplies of this journal to make
a careful and intelligent choice of distributors. The
basic requisite is that they should be men of character.
They must be patriots who have mastered all common, ordinary
fear. They must be unruffled in their behavior and not
subject to caprices, prudent in action and words. It is
not permissible to entrust the distribution to people who
are little known, unreliable, garrulous, and frivolous.
A careless choice of a distributor means sentencing several
Polish f .a milies to a daily uncertainty of existence.
b/ THE CHOICE OF READER. Not everybody should receive
this pa.per. It is sufficient if, out of a dozen or so pe~ple
in the habit of frequently meeting one another, one receives
The regular readers must be people
8 copy of the journal.
well known to the distributor and trustworthy. It is
foolish and criminal to distribute the paper right and left
to anyone who comes along.
c/ THE READER AS AGENT. Every recipient of a single
number of the paper should regard himself as an agent of
the Polish information and propaganda service. He ceases
to be a private person; he is in the national service. He
should not fearfully destroy the copy of the ~ournal, but
cautiously and prudently place it in circulation among
absolutely reliable people. Every copy should be circulated among several Polish homes. In addition, the regular
recipient of the paper should on more important occasions

prudently pass on information to others and correct false
enemy propaganda.
d/ TO THE HANDS OF THOSE FOR WHOM IT IS INTENDED. The
distributor must not let anyone take his place in the
receiving or passing on of the journal. He must do this
himself. The confidence of the organizers of the distribution is placed in the distributor himself' and not in others
who the distributor may desire to take his place.
e/ NO NOTES. The distributor must rely entirely on
his memory in carrying out
his work and not make any lists
.
and he must especially refrain from making notes of any
address.

.

agents, especially among peasants on market days. The crowd is then immed·
iately surrounded by police and hundreds of people are arrested as a
warning not to accept any illegal material. Often these pseudo·underground
publications are planted in homes, leaflets pushed through windows and under
doors, and Gestapo raids follow.
In Lublin, a Gestapo agent printed and distributed news from the London
B.B.C. and delivered to the Gestapo the names of the recipients of the bulletins. Three hundred people were arrested, many were shot, among them a
seventeen·year old girl. Their deaths were quickly avenged. Soon afterwards
the agent was found with four bullets in his body.

There are over a hundred secret publications, in ndtlition to magazines
devoted to poetry and literature. Two or three are humorous publications that
carry excellent stories about the Germans, cartoons an<l caricatures.
The Poles still have their humor, a fact that is hard to believe, hut
tliis is an illustration, taken from a humorous paper after the attempt to
collect woolens for the German soldiers on the Russian front.

.

With reference to the German's recent plunder of civilian furs, an order
expected shortly concerning their distribution. German generals located near
Warsaw ~ill receive caps of silver fox; colonels will be given persian lamb;
other officers, seal furs; non-commissioned officers, squirrel fur caps. Privates
will get sheepskins.

is

The Governor General, Mr. Frank, will receive an ermine evening wrap.
The Fuehrer, who is modest and patient, will wait for the British Queen's
chinchilla cape. In the meantime, he will content himself with something less
exquisite-his own goose skin from the Donetz Basin.
The underground Polish press is a source of particular annoyance to the
German authorities.
Since all other methods have failed, the Germans attempt to spread confusion among the population by means of pseudo-underground papers. They
produce these false publications and distribute them widely through Gestapo
Free press-Polish underground papers

Wishful Thinking

Remember 1812

'JY ' Kl&
Two years ago these were on hand to be posted the day Moscow fell. The caption
in Polish reads: Moscow "the Nest of Bolshevism in German Hands"

" Unknown hands" scrible " 1812" on Nazi posters marking German advances in Russia

Goebbels' Lie Factory

Their Future
President Roosevelt, speaking to America and to the world in August and
September 1942, said:

The United Nations are going to win this war. When victory hlJ8 bun
achieved, it is the purpose of the Government of the United States, a.s I
it i.s the purpose of the United Nations, to make appropriate use of the inform&
rion and evidence in respect to these barbaric crime.s of the invaders in Europe
and in Asia. It seems only fair that they should have this warning that the
time will come when they shall have to stand in courts of law in the very
countries which they are now oppressing and answer for their acts.

""°"'

I now declare it to be the intention of this government that the successful
close of the war shall inclwde provision for the surrender to the United Nations
of the war criminals.
It is not the intention of this government or of the governments associated
with us to resort to mass reprisals.
It is our intention that just and sure punishment shall be meted out to
the r,ingleaders responsible for the organized murder of thousands of innocent
persons and the commission of atrocities which have violated every tenet o/
the Christian faith.

Nazi controlled papers published in Poland spread lies. Therefore the
underground leaders warn the readers:
By re<Uling the Nazi and Nazi-controlled papers, you voluntarily submit
yourself to German lies and weaken your fighting strength.
Do not read enemy papers; do not listen to the German radio.

"Unknown hands" write on the walls of Warsaw

Our Future
"There can be no return to pre-war Europe . . . the Europe of Versailles ... exposed to Fascism, constantly haunted by the imminence of war"an underground Labor publication stated in 1940.
The Polish people are fighting not only for national independence, but
also for their social achievements. The Polish workers, peasants, and intellectuals persist in the struggle precisely because they know for what they are
fighting.

For this they shall pay not only to Poland but to all mankind

This is how the Polish democratic underground movement expresses itself
on the same subject:

Hitler does fear the reven15e of the world. He ·and his Gestapo henchmen
feel the approach of the day of doom. They know that they will not escape
the judgment of the world, and they know what the verdict will be. Therefore
they shroud the horror of mass executions in deepest secrecy.
But despite all their efforts, the facts must not remain hidden. Every.
murder mwst be publicized as widely as possible. Every murder must be made
known throughout the world.
The Germans must be forced to realize that their bloody deeds cannot be
concealed, and that the guilty will be punished accordingly.
The bloody German acts in Poland have but added to the total score of
Nazi crimes for which they shall pay not only to Poland, but to all mankind.
When scores are settled, Frank (Governor General) and Fischer (Governor
of Warsaw) will not be the only ones to pay. When the world calls to justice
the perpetrators of today's crimes, none of the Nazi murderers will escape
punishment. High and low alike will receive no mercy.

"The problem of Europe must be solved jointly by the peoples of Europe"
-the secret pamphlet "Tribune of the People" states.-"/t is impossible to
restore Poland to independence if freed om is not at the same time restored
in France, Czechoslovakia, Belgium, Norway, Holland . . . . The overthrow
of the occupying powers cannot be accomplished save as the outcome of a
general movement of revolt from the Atlantic Ocean to the Carpathian
Mountains . ..."
Criticism of the past, experience in Poland and the experiences of the
other countries produced a common conviction that this war must bring about
profound political, social, and economic changes.
There is a "Beveridge Plan" in enslaved Poland.
A few months ago, representatives of the Polish peasants', workers', and
intellectuals' underground held a secret meeting "somewhere in Poland." They
drafted a joint program for postwar Poland, which they called:

PROGRAM FOR A PEOPLE'S POLAND
A free, independent, and democratic Poland is to be based on the
following principles:

1. Political democracy and parliamentary government. Equality of rights
without distinction of race or religion.
2. A proper system of local government.
3. Democratic control of a planned economy and industry. Equality of
opportunity for all citizens. A just distribution of the national income and
work as the only title to a share in this income. The abolition of exploitation.

4. Recognition by the State of the essential role of trade unions, co·
operatives, and other similar bodies.
5. Strong economic and political ties with all the countries of CentralEastern Europe, especially with Czechoslovakia.
6. An extensive social insurance system.
7. Land reform, expropriating the great landed estates and creating sound
small holdings for the peasants, and their inclusion in a wide network of
cooperatives.
Only a persevering and decisive fight against the occupying power can be
effective in the realization of these principles of political and social reconstructure of Poland's life. The Polish Democratic Bloc must therefore prepare
for an armed uprising against the occupying power and for a decisive fight
against any reactionary elements within the nation. Ideologically united and
politically disciplined, Polish democracy must win and thus create a new epoch
of peaceful domestic development in Poland and of her fraternal cooperation
with other free peoples.
The creation of a People's Governoment is the first step of paramount im·
portance immediately after Poland is freed.
This Government will hold a new election to the Diet (Sejm) and the
Senate under a democratic franchise, and will design a plan for the reconstruc·
tion of the Polish Republic on new foundations.
There is unity of view that the new Poland to be created must be a fitting
monument to a proud and gallant people who have battled and struggled and
suffered and sacrificed in the fight against Hitler-a Poland in which the
Polish masses of the grim today and the generations of the peaceful tomorrow
will enjoy a life free from war and free from want.

